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Abstract 
In this paper we analyze a scheduling problem where each job j E J is executed in dependence 
to a branching forest. We have a set of processor types P with a price c(p) for each processor of 
type p E P. A job j processed on a processor of type p E P has an execution time e(j,p) E N. 
Given a deadline d E N, we consider the problem to select a minimum cost set of processors 
(allowing an unlimited number of each type) for which there exists a schedule with makespan at 
most d. We propose an algorithm for the scheduling problem with approximation bound 
G(logIJI). 
1. Introduction 
Motivation. A branching forest can be interpreted as a program. Starting with 
programs containing a single job, a new program can be build either by a sequence of 
independent programs Pr , . . . , Pk or by a case statement case b: 1 = PI, . . . . k = Pk. 
Exactly one of the programs is executed in dependence to the value of the control 
variable b. In a program run, exactly one of these programs PI, . . . , Pk is executed. 
Hence, a pair ofjobsj,j’ withj E Pi andj’ E Pi, with i # i’ cannot be executed together 
in a program run. In other words, this pair of jobs is compatible and can be scheduled 
concurrently on same processor. Programs of this form are used to model the 
behavior of arithmetic logical units in hardware synthesis (see e.g. [12]). 
Problem. Let D = (V, E) be a digraph. An out-tree T = (V, E) is a digraph where 
exactly one vertex I E I/ has in-degree d,,(r) = 0 and the other vertices u E V, u # r 
have in-degree din(v) = 1. A branchingforest D = (V, E, w) is a disjoint set of out-trees 
where J = (j E VI dout(j) = 0} . IS a set of jobs and B = V\ J is a set of branching nodes. 
Given a function w: E + N, each edge is assigned a weight. Two jobs j and j’ in 
a branching forest are compatible iff the jobs are reached about different weighted 
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edges (b, x) and (b, x’) (i.e. w(b, x) # w(b, x’)), where b is the least common ancestor of 
j and j’. Let P be a set of processor types. A job j E J executed on a processor of type 
p E P has the execution time e(j, p) E N. Furthermore, each processor of type p E P is 
assigned a price c(p) E N. Processors of this form are called unrelated. 
A job set _i c J is executable within d time units on a processor of type p E P iff there 
is a function t : J+ (0, . . . , d - l} such that 
(i) The deadline is not exceeded: t(j) + e( j, p) < d for each job j E .i. 
(ii) For each pair of incompatible jobs j and j’ in J with j # j': 
[t(j), t(j) + e(j, p)) n [r(Y), KY) + e(j’, p)) = 0. 
The second condition means that incompatible jobs j and j’ cannot be executed 
concurrently. In the classical scheduling problem, the jobs are called independent iff 
each pairj, j’ E J, j # j' is incompatible. We call t(j) the start time of the execution and 
f(j) = t(j) + e( j, p) the finishing time of job j E J executed on a processor of type 
p E P. Given finishing timesf( j) for all jobs, the makespan is defined by maxjEJf( j). 
In this paper we analyze the following scheduling problem. 
Problem: Scheduling of a conditional executed jobs. 
Instance: A branching forest D = (3 v B, E, w), a set of processor types P with 
e( j, p), c(p) E N, a deadline d E N and a cost bound k E N. 
Question: Is there a sequence of processor types pi, . , . , pm E P and a partition of the 
job set J into sets J1, . . . , J, such that 
(i) Each job set Ji, 1 < i d m, is executable on a processor of type pi within d time units. 
(ii) Cr= 1 c(pi) < k? 
The goal of the scheduling problem is to select a minimum total cost set of 
processors (allowing an unlimited number of each type) for which there is a schedule 
with makespan at most d. We denote with c* the minimum total cost of a feasible 
choice of processor types and with cH the total cost of the chosen processor types 
generated by an heuristic H. 
Clearly, this scheduling problem is NP-complete. If the number of processor types is 
one and if the jobs are independent, he scheduling problem is equal to the bin packing 
problem. Furthermore, if the jobs are independent and if e( j, p) E { 1, 1 .I 1 + l}, we get 
the weighted set covering problem. Both problems are NP-complete [4]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an example and related 
results to other scheduling problems. In Section 3, we show that the scheduling 
problem is equivalent o a graph partition problem. Furthermore, we give an algo- 
rithm to compute a maximum set ofjobs executable within d time units on a processor 
of given type p E P. Finally, in Section 4 we propose an approximation algorithm AS 
for the scheduling problem with total cost cAS < O(log 1 J 1). c*. 
2. Example and related results 
Example. An example of a recursive defined program is given in Fig. I. A cor- 
responding branching forest for the program is shown in Fig. 2. Compatible pairs of 
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case bl : 
1 = case b2 : 1 = j,, 2 = j,; 
case b3 : 1 = j,; j,, 2 = js, 
2= jc, 
Fig. 1. A program 
Fig. 2. A corresponding branching forest. 
Table 1 
A set of processor types 
P Pl P2 PS P4 P5 
C(P) 2 1 2 1 3 
4ib P) 2 4 10 10 5 
42, P) 10 10 2 10 5 
e(i3. PI 2 4 10 10 5 
ebb PI 10 10 2 10 5 
e(.i,, PI 2 4 LO 10 5 
e(i6, P) 10 10 2 3 5 
jobs are { jl,j2}, { j3, j5}, { j,, j5) and ( ji, j,) for i < 5. A set of possible processor types 
P with execution times c( ji, p), 1 < i < 6, and price c(p) for each type p E P is given in 
Table 1. 
A feasible schedule with two processors, one of type p1 and one of type p3, with 
makespan 4 and total cost 4 is illustrated in Fig. 3. On the first processor of type pr, we 
execute in the first two units the compatible jobs j, and j, and in the next two units the 
job j,. On the second processor, in the first two units job j, is executed and then the 
compatible jobs js and j,. 
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Fig. 3. A feasible schedule for the branching forest. 
Related results. In classical scheduling problems, a set of processors is given and 
each processor can be used exactly once. The goal in these problems is to find 
a schedule of the job set on the processors with minimum makespan. For a survey, the 
reader is referred to [S]. One interesting problem is the precedence constrained 
scheduling problem. This problem is NP-complete for an arbitrary number of proces- 
sors and the complexity is unknown for a constant number [13]. 
A more general problem is studied by Goyal [S]. In this problem, each job has 
a specified type and each processor can execute only jobs of one type. This scheduling 
problem with precedence relation is NP-complete [5] even if there are only two job 
classes and one processor of each type. This problem can be generalized by introduc- 
ing unrelated processors, where a job j E J takes e( j, p) time units when executed by 
processor p. Lenstra et al. [9] gave an approximation algorithm with ratio 2 to 
schedule independent jobs on unrelated processors. 
Scheduling of conditional executed jobs on processors of different ypes is introduc- 
ed by the author. In [6], each processor of type p E P can execute a subset J(p) c J 
and has an execution time e(p) E N and price c(p) E N. Given a deadline d and a cost 
bound k, the studied problem is to find a schedule for the jobs with makespan at most 
d and total cost at most k. The problem is NP-complete, even if we have unit execution 
times e(p) = 1 and a constant deadline d = 1. On the other hand, the scheduling 
problem is solvable in polynomial time if the number of processor types is constant. 
We note that the complexity of the scheduling problem with a constant number of 
unrelated processor types remains NP-complete. 
3. Maximum executable job set 
Our approximation algorithm is based on the following idea. For each processor 
type p E P, we compute a maximum set of jobs Jp executable on a processor of type 
p within d time steps. Then, we choose a type p* E P, where 
I Jp4 > IJJ 
co’ C(P) 
for each p E P. In the next step, the jobs in Jp. are deleted and the algorithm is iterated 
until J = 8. 
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In the following, we analyze the problem to find a maximum job set executable 
within d time units on a processor of type p E P. We propose two algorithms for this 
problem with time complexities 0(d2. 1 J I) and 0( 1 J 12), respectively. 
First, we give some definitions about undirected graphs. &graphs are graphs 
without a path of length four as induced subgraph [l 11. These graphs are generated 
by union and product on disjoint graphs, starting with single-vertex graphs. For 
graphs Gi = (vi, Ei) with Vi n V2 = 8, the union of Gi and G2, U(G,, G,) is given by 
(VI u V2, Ei u E,). The product of Gi and G2, denoted by x (G,, G,) is obtained by 
first taking the union of Gr and G2, and then adding all edges {u, w} with u E V, and 
w E V2. The union or product of three or more graphs Gi, . . ., G, can be obtained 
similary. 
To each cograph G, one can associate a rooted binary tree T, called a cotree of G, in 
the following way. Each non-leaf node in the tree is labeled with either lJ(union-node) 
or x (product-node) and has exactly two children. Each node x of the cotree corres- 
ponds to a cograph G, = (V,, E,) and each leaf node to a single-vertex graph. We 
remark that the usual definition of cotrees allows an arbitrary degree of non-leaf 
nodes. However, both definitions have the same power and arbitrary cotrees can be 
transformed to binary cotrees. It can be decided in linear time 0( I VI + I E I) [3] 
whether a graph is a cograph and can build a corresponding cotree. 
An interesting relation is contained in the next theorem. The proof of this result is 
given in [6]. 
Theorem 3.1. The class of all compatibility graphs for branching forests is equal to the 
class of all cographs. 
A cotree for the branching forest described in Section 2 is given in Fig. 4. Now, we 
analyze the problem to find a maximum set of jobs executable on a processor. Let 
G = (J, E) be the compatibility graph for a branching forest. We fix one processor 
type p and denote with e(j) = e ( j, p) the execution time of job j E J. Given a deadline 
d E N, the problem is to find a maximum set .i such that there exists a function 
t:J+ (0 , . . ..d - l} with 
(i) t(j) + e(j) d d for each job j E 1 
(ii) If{j,j’}r$Eforjobsj,j’EJ,j#j’,then 
[t(j), t(j) + e(j)) n Ct(j’), r(j’) + e(j’)) = 0. 
Let W,,(G), 0 < d’ < d, be the maximum number of jobs executable within d’ time 
units. Clearly, o,(G) = 0 and o,(G) is the cardinality of a maximum clique in the 
subgraph G[J] induced by J= (j E J le( j) = 1). In other words, the problem to find 
a maximum job set executable within d time steps contains the maximum clique 
problem. Furthermore, the maximum clique problem restricted to cographs can be 
solved in linear time [l 11. In the following, we give a recursion to compute the values 
Q,(GJ for each node x of the cotree and each 0 < d’ < d. 
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Fig. 4. A cotree for the branching forest. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G = (.I, E) be a cogruph, let e(j) E N for j E J and d E N. 
1. IfJ = {j}, then 
wdG) = 
1, d2 e(j), 
0, otherwise. 
2. Zf G = x (G,, G2), then 
WAG) = WI(GI) + ~dG2). 
3. ZfG = U(G,, G2), then 
ad(G) = o~;~d~&) + w-df32). 
. . 
Proof. A single job j can be executed within d time units, only if d > e(j). Therefore, 
q,(G) = 1 for d > e(j) and W,,(G) = 0 otherwise. 
Let G be the product of two cographs Gi and G2. We can combine each executable 
set in G1 with each executable set in G2. Hence, the maximum value q,(G) is given by 
%(Gi) + %(Gz). 
Let G be the union of two cographs Gi = (Ji, Ei), 1 < i < 2, and let J be a maximum 
job set in G executable in d time units. We define 51 = In .I1 and J2 = In J2. If 
51 = 8 or .i2 = 8, then o&(G) iS given by O,,(Gi) or Od(GZ), rf%pWtiVdy. In the 
remaining case, there exist jobs j E J1 and j’ E J2. Since the pair j, j’ is incompatible, 
the corresponding execution intervals are disjoint. Therefore, the time interval [0, d) 
can be partitioned into consecutive intervals Ai, . . . , A, such that 
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l For each job j E 1, there is an integer i E (1 , . . . , PI} such that the execution interval 
Cr(A t(i) + e(j)) c 4. 
l For each interval Ai, 1 < i < m, either Ai c I1 or Ai c 12. 
Clearly, we can reorder the intervals A,, . . . , A,,, such that the first m’ < m intervals 
cover the jobs in .ir and that the remaining m - m’ intervals cover the jobs in .i2. In 
other words, I._):: 1 Ai = II and Uy= mP + 1 Ai = .iz. We denote d’ as the number of time 
units covered by the jobs in Ji. For the maximum executable job set 1, the value w,,(G) 
is given by the sum of c+(G1) and o&fl(G2)_ In general, WI(G) is the maximum of the 
SUIllS Wd.(G1) + U.ld-d’(G& 0 < d’ < d. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let G = (J, E) be a cograph, let e(j) be the execution time ofjob j E J and 
let d be the deadline. Then, the maximum number of jobs cod(G) executable within d time 
units can be computed in O(d* .I J I) time. 
Proof. In the algorithm, we have to compute O(d* (JI) values. The computations at 
a product node cost O(d) and at a union node O(d*) time. In total, the algorithm runs 
in O(d*.IJI) time. q 
Moreover, a maximum executable set can be computed O(d* . I JI) time. For each 
union node x in the cotree with children y, and y, and each integer 0 < d’ < d, we 
define a value ual(x, d’) such that 
The number of values oal(x,d’) can be bounded by O(d * I JI). Then, using the values 
ual(x, d’) a maximum executable job set can be computed recursively. 
We note that this algorithm runs in pseudo polynomial time O(d* * 1 JI) time. On the 
other hand, for a constant deadline d, the algorithm runs in linear time 0( I JI). In the 
following, we give a strong polynomial time algorithm with time complexity 0( 1 J I’). 
Let Q(G) be the minimum total time to execute k jobs in G. To compute these values, 
the following recursion can be applied. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G = (J, E) be a cograph, let e(j) E N for j E J and d E N. 
1. Zf J = {j}, then 
i 
e(j), k = 1, 
ad@ = 0, k = 0, 
03, otherwise. 
2. Zf G = x (G,, G,), then 
adG) = k ~~n_tmax(a,,(G1),a,,(G2)). 
1 2 
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3. IfG = lJ(G,, G2), then 
Proof. For a single job, the assertion is clear. Let G be the product of two cographs 
Gi = (Ji, Ei), 1 < i < 2, and let Jbe a set of k jobs in G with minimum total execution 
time. Since the cographs G, and G2 are disjoint, .in J1 contains kl and .inJ, 
contains k2 jobs with kl + k2 = k. Clearly, each job set in Gr can be executed 
concurrently with a job set in G2. Hence, the execution time of 1 is given as the 
maximum of the execution times of .in Jr and .in J2. 
Let G be the union of two cographs Gi = (Ji, Ei) and let Jbe a set of k jobs in G with 
minimum total execution time. Again, Jr\ J1 contains kl and _in J2 contains k2 jobs 
with kl + k2 = k. Using the same argument as in Lemma 3.2, we may assume that first 
the jobs in JnJ, and then the jobs in Jn J2 are processed. In other words, the 
execution time of J is given as the sum of the execution times of Jn J1 and 
_inJ,. 0 
Given these values ak(G) for 1 < k < /JI, the cardinality of maximum job set 
executable within d time units can be generated in linear time 0( 1 J/) by 
q,(G) = max {k I 1 < k < I JI, ML(G) d d) . 
Theorem 3.5. Let G = (J, E) be a cograph, let e(j) be the execution time ofjob j E J and 
let d be the deadline. Then, the maximum number of jobs q,(G) executable within d time 
units can be computed in 0( 1 JI’) time. 
Proof. For each node x of the cotree T we must only compute the values xk(GX) for 
1 < k < (J,I. Given a union of two cographs u(G,, G2) with job sets J1 and J2, we get 
Q(G) = min {max(~k(G,), ak-k0(G2)) IO < k’ < k, k’ < I J1 1, k - k’ < I J21}. 
Then, it follows that one can compute the values for a union node (and also for 
a product node) in at most 0( IJ1 1. I J2 I) time. Let t(n) denote the maximum total time 
to compute all values for cotrees with n vertices. Then, we have for all II > 1, 
t(n) < l<y_Ic.i.(n - i) + t(i) + t(n - i), 
. . 
for some constant c. If G is the union or product of two cographs G1 and G2 with i and 
(n - i) vertices, then we get as computing time t(i) for Gr, t(n - i) for G2 and 
c’i.(n - i) for the root. From this formula, it can be proved by induction, that there 
exists a constant c’ with t(n) d c’.n2 for each n B 1. q 
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Using the same argument as for the first algorithm, a maximum executable job set 
can be computed in 0( 1512) time. 
4. Approximation algorithm 
In this section, we propose an approximation algorithm for the scheduling problem. 
The analysis of the scheduling algorithm is based on a result of Chvatal [2] for the 
weighted set covering algorithm. The instance of the weighted set covering problem is 
acollectionofsetA,,...,A,c{l,...,n}withcostsc,,...,c,E~.Thegoalistofind 
a minimum total cost subset I c (1, . . ..m} such that Cie,Ai = (1, . . ..n}. An algo- 
rithm with logarithmic approximation bound 
0 ( 1 T,?T, log I4 I = o(log(n)) . . > 
for the unweighted case is given by Johnson [7]. Chvatal [2] proposed an algorithm 
for the weighted set covering problem with the same approximation bound. The idea 
of his algorithm is stated as follows. 
Algorithm. Approximative weighted set covering. 
(1) We set i = 0 and I = (1, . . ..n}. 
(2) We choose a set A, E {A,, . . . , A,,,} with 1 A~[/Q > 1 Aj I/Cj for each 1 < j 6 m. 
(3) We set i = i + 1 and store Hi = Ak. 
(4) We delete the elements of Hi in each of the sets Al, . . . , A,,, and in I. If I = 8 then 
we stop else we got0 (2). 
The idea for this set covering algorithm is used for the scheduling problem. We 
denote o~(G, p) as the maximum number of jobs executable within d time units on 
a processor of type p E P. A description of our scheduling algorithm is given as 
follows. 
Algorithm. Approximative scheduling (AS). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
For each processor type p E P, we compute the value o,,(G, p). 
We choose a processor type p* which maximizes the quotient o~(G, p)/c(p) . 
We compute a maximum job set J,* c J executable on p* within d time units. 
We delete the jobs of J,. in the cograph G = (J, E), and set J = J\J,.. If J = 8 
then we stop else we goto (1). 
Mostly, the time complexity of our algorithm depends on the time to compute the 
values o~(G, p). We have proved in Section 3 that one computation of o~(G, p) costs 
O(d2. ) J I) or 0( (J 12) time. Nodes in the cotree can be deleted in linear time. Since the 
number of iterations is bounded by 1 JI, the scheduling algorithm runs is 
0(d2.1PI-(J(‘) or 0(IPI.IJ13) time, respectively. 
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Theorem 4.1. The approximation algorithm (AS) computes a schedule for a branching 
forest with makespan at most d and with total cost 
CAS < 0 ,tl f .c* = o(log~J~)~c*. 
(. > 
Proof. A schedule with makespan at most d corresponds to a partition of the job set 
J into executable job sets. We consider all sets A c J executable on a processor of type 
p E P within d time units. Of course, there are exponentially many such sets A. Let 
pA E P be a processor type with minimum price which can execute the job set A within 
d time units. We apply the weighted set covering algorithm of Chvatal [2] to these 
executable job sets. 
The algorithm of Chvatal chooses in each iteration one of the sets which maximizes 
IAl/c(p,). Let M be the chosen set. Then, the jobs of M are deleted and the algorithm 
is iterated. The set covering algorithm of Chvatal has the approximation bound 
0( If= 1 t) = O(log(b)), where b is the cardinality of a maximum executable job set A. 
In the scheduling problem, b is bounded by IJI. Our algorithm computes a max- 
imum set executable on a processor of type p E P within d time units. Then, we choose 
a processor type p* with 
IJ,l > WAG, P) 
-/- 
c(P*) C(P) 
for each processor type p E P. The set J, is the same set M chosen in the set covering 
algorithm. Therefore, we obtain the approximation bound O(logI JI). 0 
We note that there are instances for the scheduling problem such that the approxi- 
mation bound O(log1 JI) is reached. The worst-case bound can be improved by 
considering the values o~(G, p) of the first iteration. Using ii, = maxpEp~d(G, p), the 
approximation bound is given by 
I3 
0 
1 ( > 1 7 = O(log(0)). {=I z 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed an approximation algorithm to schedule condi- 
tional executed jobs on unrelated processors. We have assumed that an unlimited 
number of processors of each type can be used. An interesting question is to find an 
approximation algorithm for the case that each processor type is available exactly 
once. 
Recent results on the intractibility of obtaining approximation results imply that an 
algorithm with an asymptotically better guarantee is unlikely to exist for the con- 
sidered scheduling problem. Bellare et al. [l] proved that approximating set covering 
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within any constant is NP-complete. Moreover, Lund and Yannakakis [lo] showed 
that set covering cannot be approximated with ratio clog(n) for any constant c < & 
unless NP is contained in DTIME[nPO’y’og(“)]. 
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